North Suburban Junior Tennis Association

Finals Teams
(as at November 2019)

All Grades
1)

All players participating in finals matches must be registered in the team and have played at least
three (3) matches in a season. A player shall be deemed to have played a match when:
i)

their name is listed on the match result sheet and the match has been played and completed
(even if one or more of the sets the player was listed to play was forfeited by the opposition); or

ii) their name has been recorded on the match result sheet and the match has commenced but is
unable to be completed due to unplayable conditions.
A player is not deemed to have played a match when the match does not commence due to
unplayable conditions (e.g. complete washout) or the entire match is forfeited by one team.
2)

A registered, qualified player from a lower team from the same club may play in a finals match if
there are insufficient registered, qualified players from the team available to field a complete team.

3)

The players for all sets, including substitute players, must be filled out on the match result sheet
before the match starts. The extra set for boys and unisex grades does not need to be filled in at the
start of the match. It only needs to be completed if the match is a draw.

4)

Once the result sheet has been completed, it can only be altered with the agreement of both Team
Managers and the change must be initialled by both Team Managers.

5)

If a player becomes injured during a set, the remainder of that set must be forfeited. An injured
player can be replaced for a future set by another registered, qualified player. The host club
supervisor must note the nature of the injury on the match result sheet and certify that they are
satisfied it is a legitimate injury.

Friday A Mixed teams
53) a)

Three boys and three girls play the singles sets.

b)

Any or all of these players may be substituted by a player of the same sex for the doubles sets.
Substitute players can play in the boys, girls and/or mixed doubles.

c)

Each player can play a maximum of one singles and one doubles set.

Saturday A, B and C Mixed teams
54) a)

A finals match shall consist of seven (7) sets made up of two (2) boys and two (2) girls singles
sets and one (1) boys doubles, one (1) girls doubles and one (1) mixed doubles set.

b)

Two boys and two girls play the singles sets.

c)

Any or all of these players may be substituted by a player of the same sex for the doubles sets.

d) Each player can play a maximum of one singles and two doubles sets.
A and B Boys teams
55) a)

Four boys play the singles sets.

b)

Any or all of these boys may be substituted for the doubles sets.

c)

Each player can play a maximum of one singles and one doubles set.

d) Any two players may be chosen to play the extra set in the event of a draw.
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C Unisex teams
56) a)

Four players of any gender play the singles sets.

b)

Any or all of these players may be substituted for the doubles sets.

c)

Each player can play a maximum of one singles and one doubles set.

d) Any two players may be chosen to play the extra set in the event of a draw.
D Unisex teams
57) a)

A team can consist of 4, 5 or 6 players.

b)

In teams of 4 players, the sets shall be played in the order 1+2, 3+4, 1+3, 2+4, 1+4, 2+3.

c)

In teams of 5 players, the sets shall be played in the order 1+2, 3+4, 1+3, 2+4, 1+5, 2+3.

d) In teams of 6 players, the sets shall be played in the order 1+2, 3+4, 1+3, 2+4, 1+5, 2+6.
e)

Any two players may be chosen to play the extra set in the event of a draw.

